ABSTRACT A quantitative study was made of the repetitive response of the salt receptor cell of the blowfly taste receptor. The response begins at a high frequency and declines to a steady frequency during brief stimuli. The initial response was found to be a sigmoid function of the log of stimulus intensity over a short range of intensities. It was shown that a theory (Beidler, 1954; for mammalian salt receptors) that relates the magnitude of the steady response to stimulus intensity applies to this receptor. From the theory, it was calculated that the relative free energy change of the reaction between salt and receptor site was in the range 0 to --1 kcal/mole; and, therefore, the reaction probably involves weak physical forces. Evidence is given that the salt-combining sites of the receptor are anionic and strongly acidic and that consequently the cation of a salt largely dominates stimulation. Preliminary evidence suggests that the receptor has a high degree of specificity toward salts, being stimulated primarily by monovalent inorganic cations.
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proboscis or crushed head and proboscis were mounted on an indifferent, salinefilled electrode. Stimuli were salt solutions contained in the recording electrode. Stimulation and recording began simultaneously when the recording electrode was slipped over the tip of a hair by means of a micromanipulator. The signal was amplified, displayed on a cathode ray oscilloscope, and photographed. The techniques and equipment are essentially those of Hodgson and Roeder (1956) as modified by Wolbarsht and Dethier (1958) . One important departure for quantitative studies from those methods is that of preventing spurious results due to evaporation from the stimulating capillary as noted before (Evans and Mellon, 1962) . In less than a second before every test, the fluid in the stimulating capillary was blown out and replaced by fluid from a reservoir connected to it.
The room temperature and, consequently, the temperature of the preparation were kept constant within a few tenths of a degree Centigrade during an experiment. The temperature was monitored with a Beckman thermometer that read to 0.01 °C. When occasionally the temperature varied appreciably, the results deviated sharply from the usual, no doubt reflecting the influence of temperature on the preparation that was noted by Hodgson and Roeder (1956) . Such results were discarded.
Stimulus intensity is expressed throughout as thermodynamic activity (a or d+), the product of the molality and the mean molal activity coefficient (Robinson and Stokes, 1959, p. 492) . For NaC1 the coefficient is 0.78 at 0.1 u, decreases to 0.65 at 1.2 M, and then increases to 0.99 at 6 M.
When necessary, pH was adjusted with a pH meter just before a test using the most appropriate acid or base, NaOH and HCI in the ease of the data in Fig. 4 . The solutions were unbuffered since the effect of buffer itself has not been assessed. By the nature of the system, only the pH of the bulk phase is known.
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Frequency of Discharge As a Function of Stimulus Intensity and Time
INIa~-AL FREQUENCY At first the initial response of individual receptor ceils was examined by merely counting the n u m b e r of impulses in the first second or less after application of the stimulus. An electrical artifact signals contact of the stimulating solution with the preparation. T h e first impulse occurs as soon as I reset, after contact (Hodgson and Barton Browne, 1960) . Ascending concentration series of NaC1 were tested, leaving a recovery period of 4 to 5 rain. between tests. In Fig. 1 are shown the average rate of discharge of a single receptor cell during the first tenth second and during the first second, and the average response of seven receptors during the first second. In the last case, to compensate for varying sensitivity of the receptors, the response of each to 1.0 M (activity = 0.67) is taken as 100 and responses to other intensities are expressed as percentages of this frequency. T h e responses to the 2 M test, for example, were in the range 79 to 93 impulses per second.
T h e initial response of the salt receptor as a function of concentration described a sigmoid curve (Fig. 1) , whether for single receptors (the first 0. I sec. or the first second) or for the m e a n of several receptors. F r o m these curves one m a y conclude either: (a) that the receptors obey the Weber-Fechner law at most over 1 log unit of stimulus intensity (ca. 0.9 to 2 M) and then deviate typically or (b) that the initial response is simply a sigmoid function of the log of stimulus intensity. In fact, the curves are essentially linear in their midrange.
Such d a t a were quite reproducible w h e n an ascending series of stimulus intensities was tested. If, however, after testing an ascending concentration series, lower concentrations were again tested, the responses were always less, a n d sometimes very m u c h less, t h a n the first responses. T h e effect was not due simply to deterioration of the preparation since preparations isolated for longer periods performed satisfactorily. Repeated and prolonged stimulation diminished the response to the same stimulus intensity. D a t a such as those in Fig. 1 probably do not contain m u c h error from this source, since the stimuli were relatively brief, and the test series was a geometrically ascending one.
M a n y variants of the testing procedure were tried to achieve reproducibility. Distilled water rinses and longer recovery periods between tests did not help much. TIME COURSE OF THE gESPONSE Finally, it was found that restricting the stimulus duration to a second or less made it possible to obtain reproducible results, but only of part of the response vs. time curve. The time course of the response of a single receptor cell to three stimulus intensities is plotted The time course of the response of a salt receptor cell to NaCI. Each point is the frequency calculated from the mean of four successive intervals between impulses. Numbers indicate the sequence of testing.
in Fig. 2 . The intervals between impulses are the measure of frequency. Each point is the mean frequency from successive groups of four intervals, that frequency being arbitrarily assigned to the second impulse of the group (Hartline and Graham, 1932) . By using more of the information in a recording, the method reveals new features. There are two phases to the response pattern, an initial rapid response that quickly decreases to a constant rate which is maintained for a second or more. In a preceding paper (Evans and Mellon, 1962) it was shown that this response pattern is also typical of the water receptor cell associated with these sensilla. Hodgson and Roeder (1956) observed that the response of the salt receptor continued to decline for several seconds with prolonged stimuli, but we have found that effects of long stimuli are partly irreversible.
The first two phases must be the result of independent processes since the magnitude of either can be greatly changed without change in the other. Repeated brief tests of a constant stimulus intensity (e. g. 1 M NaC1) lead to complete disappearance of the initial response by the fourth or fifth test. Fig.  2 suggests that the disappearance is not simply a result of the prior stimulation, otherwise the initial response to test 3 would not be less than that to test 5. Furthermore, as will be treated in detail in a subsequent paper (Mellon and Evans, data to be published), the higher concentrations of certain salts (e. g. LiC1) evoke only the initial response: discharge ceases in less than 100 msec. Yet the initial burst is related to stimulus intensity as it is in Fig. 1 . The second phase of the response is satisfactorily constant. The data of Fig.  2 are typical. The eight points for the 2.2 M test between 100 and 500 msec. have a mean and S.E. of 75 4-1.05. The sixteen points for the 1.1 M tests have a mean and S.E. of 53 4-1.04. In practice the quantitative data given below were obtained by simply counting the impulses between 100 and 500 msec.
A Theory of Stimulation by NaCl
Now that reliable results were obtainable, it became possible to seek a theory relating the stimulus to the response, if only to simplify the complex relations between stimulus intensity, response magnitude, and time. As it happened, a theory (Beidler, 1954) devised for stimulation of mammalian taste buds by salts, applied in nearly every detail equally well to the salt receptor cell of the
blowfly. Beidler's work was done on integrated recordings of the total electrical activity in the chordatympanic nerve of the rat; and, therefore, it was the response of secondary neurons. The theory is based on three postulates: (a) salts stimulate through combining with unspecified sites; (b) the reaction obeys the mass law; and (c) the reactions involved are time-independent, in thermodynamic equilibrium.
The last specification is subject to experimental verification. First, the second phase of the response is satisfactorily constant. And second, the same steady response can be obtained after testing higher and lower stimulus intensities (Fig. 2) .
On the basis of the three postulates, an equilibrium equation may be written: n/(s-n) = Ka where n is the number of sites occupied, s is the total number of sites, K is the equilibrium constant, and a is the activity of the stimulus. Possible relationships between occupation of sites and response magnitude (R) must now be assumed. Just as in Beidler's system, a direct proportionality fit: R = bn and R,, = bs where R,, is the maximum response and b is a constant. Substituting in the equilibrium equation and rearranging it becomes: a / R = a/R,, -P 1/KR,,. Accordingly, a plot of a i r vs. a should be linear if the assumptions are not contradicted. As may be seen in Fig. 3 , the steady responses of a single receptor to several intensitities of NaCI stimuli are adequately described by the equation. More than a hundred individual receptors have been tested in this manner and the close approximation of the data in Fig. 3 to a straight line is the rule.
At this point some convenient benefits result from application of the theory. First a number m a y be obtained, K, that describes the relationship of a stimulus to a receptor, replacing in part the family of curves for frequency as a function of time and stimulus intensity. And second, the number can be determined by brief stimulations with as few as two concentrations of a stimulus. Since a preparation responds reliably for an hour or more after excision, one may assess the effects of several treatments (e. g. p H or tempera-ture) or several stimuli (other salts) on a single receptor cell, eliminating the variability among cells.
Furthermore, a number of other interesting values may be calculated from the data. In Table I is shown the fraction of sites occupied at various concentrations and the calculated response frequencies. At lower concentrations statistical errors interfere, so that we have not critically assessed the possibility of there being a threshold concentration. If there is not, one might arbitrarily take one impulse per second as the minimum that could have behavioral significance for the fly. As Table I indicates, that particular receptor might respond at that level to about 0.004 M if the extrapolation is valid. This low value shows the possible great sensitivity of these cells in contrast to the insensitivity suggested by the usual high test concentration we employed. Behavioral evidence shows that the fly can distinguish 10 -3 M NaC1 from water (Dethier and Evans, 1961 From the equilibrium constant may be calculated the approximate value of the relative free energy change of the salt receptor site combination: AF = --R T In K. In Table II are some of these values for NaCI and individual receptor cells. The variability of K among different cells is apparent from the values in the table; they reflect appropriately the range of variation we have observed. This point is considered in some detail below.
The low AF values suggest that stimulation involves a weak physical reaction, rather than a chemical or enzymatic reaction. This conclusion is identical with that of Beidler (1954) for the salt receptor of the mammalian taste bud except that the values for K here are considerably less than his and, therefore, so are the ~F values. The problem of how such weak forces could be the basis of stimulation is the subject of continuing research.
It should be noted that Beidler's use of molarity instead of activity introduced an error into his data. Since the activity coefficient varies relatively little in the range of concentrations he employed (0.1-1.0 molar), the linearity of his graph for NaCI is not much affected, and it remains an adequate test of the assumptions. The activity coefficient, however, is much less than unity in this range of concentrations. Consequently, the calculated value of K for NaC1 given by Beidler is about half that obtained when activities are empolyed.
NATURE oF THE RECEPTOR SITES Some preliminary evidence is available that reflects on the nature of the receptor sites. As will be discussed below, variations in the cation of an electrolyte can determine its stimulating effectiveness. Among the chlorides, the cation can determine whether an electrolyte is highly stimulating, non-stimulating, or even inhibitory to stimulation by other electrolytes. Thus, an anionic receptor site is strongly indicated. The effect of pH on stimulation was examined by assaying on single receptors a series of solutions of fixed NaC1 concentration and varying pH. The p H of each was adjusted by addition of N a O H or HC1 immediately before a test. The hydrogen ion concentrations involved were not sufficient to influence the activity coefficient of the NaC1 (Robinson and Stokes, 1959, p. 433) . As shown in Fig. 4 , the response to NaC1 was unaffected for several p H units below 8 when the tests were run in order of descending pH, but was inhibited at lower p H values. Inhibition occurred at a higher p H when the salt concentration was less. At the two salt concentrations illustrated, inhibition began at p H 3 and 2. Especially noteworthy is the rapidity of the inhibition as a function of pH; it clearly is too steep (I00 per cent response to complete inhibition in one p H unit) to reflect simply the dissociation of an acidic receptor site. We believe, therefore, that the pH effect is the result of another unrelated process. Strengthening this view are experiments in which the tests were performed in a different order: pH 7, 2, 3, 4, etc. These results were whoUy sporadic, indicating irreversibility of the effects of low pH. A more detailed study of pH effects will be the partial subject of another report (Mellon and Evans, data to be published).
The hope that pH studies would show the pKo of the combining sites of the receptor was, therefore, unfulfilled. However, since no effects were observed above pH 2 or 3, a strongly acidic (i. e. PO4 or SO4) group is indicated. This conclusion is the same as that of Beidler (1954) for the response of the mammalian taste bud to salt. 2.0
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A plot as in Fig. 3 of tests of Na and K chlorides on a single receptor cell.
Other Potential Stimuli
Several other salts have been tested on the chemoreceptor, most in much less detail than the foregoing. Of these only the salts of K elicited a response in the pattern of NaCI. Fig. 5 and Table II show typical results for KC1. To account for the parallel graphs in Fig. 5 , it is perhaps simplest to assume that the combining sites for K and Na are the same (sNa = sK) and that occupation of a site by either cation produces an equivalent response (bN~ ----b~). The data do not rule out other hypotheses. For example, it may not be site occupation that is finally limiting, but instead a secondary process which becomes saturated. The receptor has greater affinity for K than for Na and so K elicits greater responses at activities equal to Na. RbC1, LiC1, and CsC1 stimulated atypically. They elicited fairly normal responses at low concentrations (low frequency, but typical time course), but only a brief response (as short as 50 msec.) occurred to prolonged stimulation at high concentrations. The effect was reversible since normal responses to NaC1 were obtained after testing high concentrations of LiC1.
The divalent salts tested (CaC12, MgCI~, and UO2(NO3)~) inhibited stimulation by NaC1 at low concentrations. CaC12 was tested alone in dilute to saturated; never was a response of the salt receptor observed. Similarly, choline C1 appears never to stimulate the salt receptor cell. Acids and bases do not appear to be physiological stimuli for the salt receptor at any concentration, but both at high concentrations elicited impulses of the salt receptor as well as of other sensory cells in the sensillum. Detailed, quantitative studies of these, other electrolytes, and the effects of p H will be the subject of another paper (Mellon and Evans).
Reconsiderations
At this point, it should be stated that the view presented above probably is somewhat oversimplified. The principal reason for this reservation is the variation in the values obtained for the equilibrium constant from different preparations. While it may be that the number of combining sites varies from preparation to preparation, the equilibrium constant should not. The reason for the variability is not clear. Experimental error is not nearly great enough to account for the variation. It may be that the steady rate we observed is not at equilibrium, but is a steady state near equilibrium. In consequence, the K values obtained may be pseudoequilibrium constants that approximate the true values. The approximations would still retain much of their usefulness since the same value is obtained from repeated tests of the same preparation; and the values for the free energy of the reaction would still reflect the order of magnitude of the true values. Other possible explanations of the variance in K are presently being examined.
It should also be emphasized that the applicability of the theory is limited to only one phase of the response pattern.
It is interesting to speculate on how many salt-binding sites there might be and on the absolute sensitivity of the salt receptor cell. Dethier and Wolbarsht (1956) , from electron micrographs and certain assumptions, calculated that at most 109 sugar molecules might be required to stimulate the sugar receptor cell in these sensilla. Through an error in their calculations, their estimate of effective area of the hair tip is too large by a factor of 100; it is correctly about 0.8 ~2. Since the distal processes of three chemosensory cells probably end there (Evans and Mellon, 1962) , this figure would be the maximum available for any one. The exact morphology of the hair tip is not yet known. The area seems impressively small when it is calculated that of the order of 106 fatty acid molecules (ca. 20 A 2 per molecule) would occupy that area in a tight monolayer. This figure m a y be the upper limit for the number of binding sites, and relatively few ions of Na + may be adequate to elicit a response of the salt receptor cell. The correct maximum value from the calculations of Dethier and Wolbarsht (1956) would be 107 molecules for the sugar receptor
